Sentry

™

Multi-Point Locking Hardware
for Operable Sidelites

Truth Presents
The New Sentry™ Sidelite Hardware
A market driven solution for operable sidelites - the perfect
complement to the Sentry™ Multi-Point Hinged Door System.
Flexible

Visually Intuitive

The Sentry Sidelite Multi-Point Locking System can

The Sentry™ Sidelite System provides a visually

be customized into 3 point tongue or hook versions.

intuitive indicator of the locked and unlocked status of

Featuring a modular design, this system easily

the sidelite panel as shown below. When the handle

accommodates different door sizes.

is released after opening it automatically returns to

™

Reliable

the latched position. To engage the remote lock points
simply rotate the handle to the locked position.

Positive Detent prevents handle sag over time, while
corrosion resistant 300 series SST faceplate ensures
the good looks and performance of the product for
years to come.

Smooth Ergonomic Operation
Truth’s operable sidelite hardware combines a
convenient center latch with an ergonomic easy

Engaged Locking
Points

Unlatched and
Unlocked

Latched and
Unlocked

to operate handle. Operating the handle down by

Installation Friendly

90 degrees retracts all lock points while providing

The center latch can be reversed with the hardware

an easy to grip handle for opening and closing the

already installed in the door. Truth’s Sentry Sidelite

panel. Releasing the handle allows for the center

System is available with 16 and 20 mm faceplates to

latch to reset providing automatic latching upon

fit standard eurogrooves.

closure of the panel, this feature retains the
panel against the weather strip to allow for easy
engagement of the remote lock points.

Customizable

SUPERIOR DESIGN
AND OUTSTANDING

Tongue option fits standard 16
mm or 20 mm eurogrooves
without additional remote
lock processing

Wear strip prevents
marring of strike plates

300 Series SST Faceplate
Modular system with quick
easy pin-hole connection

Hook Bolt option
creates secure lock-up

QUALITY

Handle Finishes
Plated Finishes

Painted Finishes

Antique Brass

PVD Brushed Chrome

White

Beige

PVD Chrome

PVD Brass

Faux Bronze

Black

PVD Bronze

PVD Nickel

Finishes

Finishes shown are representative of Truth Hardware’s finishes.
They are actual samples.
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